
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON RESEARCH REGULATION & ETHICS 
Spring 2016 

LAW H 536/BH 536 (3 credits) 
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INSTRUCTOR 
Anna Mastroianni JD, MPH Professor 
School of Law 
William H. Gates Hall 420 
206/616-3482 
E-mail: amastroi@uw.edu  
Office Hours: By Appointment 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This is a graduate-level seminar course designed to explore important history, relevant ethical 
principles and regulations, and emerging issues in research ethics. Through a combination of 
lectures and small-group discussions supplemented by online discussions, this course provides a 
historical perspective and analyzes the current legal and issues and debates that arise in research 
involving human participants and the use of animals in research. 

Grades will be based on: two short writing assignments, including one case study and one 
analytic observation of an animal or human subject review committee; engaged participation on 
the online course discussion page; and, class attendance and participation. There are no 
prerequisites. This course will provide foundational knowledge to students who are pursuing the 
study of ethics and law in health-related fields or who plan to work in medical, public health, or 
biotechnology-related settings. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

During this course, participants will: 

1. Describe current debates in research ethics; 
2. Identify landmark cases in the history of ethical and legal debates related to the conduct 

of research with humans and animals; 
3. Become familiar with relevant federal regulations and international guidelines; 
4. Analyze implications of history for present research practices and policy; and 
5. Learn a principle-based approach to research ethics with humans. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

1. CLASS ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION including close attention to the assigned 
readings and respectful discussion. 

  



2. POSTINGS TO THE COURSE DISCUSSION PAGE 

Each student is required to post responses and comments to the Course Discussions page on 
CANVAS for 8 of 9 designated dates. All students must respond to the Mock IRB Meeting 
Discussion Questions (May 11, #8)The purpose of the posts is to foster discussion and reflection 
on the readings before class so that we can make the best use of our class time together. The 
instructor will provide questions designed to encourage in depth consideration of the readings 
and foster discussion. In order to receive full credit, students are required to submit responses to 
each question posted by the instructor regarding the assigned readings (Primary Responses) and 
to respond to at least two (2) comments posted by classmates (Peer Comments). Primary 
Responses are due no later than 12 noon the day before our class meeting to give the instructor 
time to respond and incorporate the content into the plan for using class time. Peer Comments 
are due no later than 12 noon the day of class. To receive full credit, Primary Responses must be 
responsive to the question(s) asked and Peer Comments must make a substantive contribution to 
the discussion. Questions and comments posted will be used to organize and guide in-class 
discussions. All postings must meet general social norms of decorum, e.g., respectful dialogue 
with colleagues, no crude language. Please discuss any questions regarding due dates directly 
with the instructor well in advance of the due date. 

3. SHORT WRITING ASSIGNMENTS 

There are two required short writing assignments: One 1000-1350 word case analysis; and, one 
750-1250 word Committee Observation reporting on either an IACUC or an IRB meeting. 

 Case analysis:  
o You will be given a set of facts raising an ethical issue in research, 

CaseStudy1_2016_update.pdf , and will be asked to: (1) review the details of 
the case using a framework presented in class; (2) identify relevant regulatory and 
ethical considerations raised by the case; (3) provide a brief review of relevant 
literature and opinion on those issues; and (4) make and justify a resolution to the 
case. 

o You will not be asked to conduct research—all research materials will be 
provided to you. 

o Papers are to be double-spaced, with one-inch margins all around, with name and 
page numbers, and written in 11-point Times New Roman font. Style 
requirements must be met in order to receive full credit. 

o Consultation in the preparation of an ethics analysis is not unusual in the “real 
world.” Therefore, you will be divided into small groups to inform your analysis 
but each student must submit his/her own original write-up. Each group must 
have at least one law student and one bioethics student. Although some in-class 
time will be set aside for group discussion, you may have to arrange time outside 
of class to continue your discussions. 

o You will submit your Nearly Final Draft on CANVAS no later than May 11 at 
Noon and bring a hard copy (or be able to access your draft online) for discussion 
in the May 11 class. You will have an opportunity to revise your draft after the 



class meeting with the final paper due via CANVAS no later than May 16 at 
Noon.  

 Committee Observation: You must attend either an IRB meeting or an IACUC meeting 
before the conclusion of the course. You will select a date and time from a list provided 
by the instructor. You are to observe the meeting and submit a 750-1250 word paper 
reflecting on your observations in light of the course material. Papers are to be double-
spaced, with one-inch margins all around, with name and page numbers, and written in 
11-point Times New Roman font. Style requirements must be met in order to receive full 
credit. A set of questions will be provided by the instructor to guide your writing. The 
write-up is due no later than Noon, May 18. 

Grading/Summary of Due Dates: The Due Dates/Times and Distribution of Grade Percentage 
and Points by assignment are summarized below. Grading rubrics are provided for each 
assignment on CANVAS. 

Assignment Due Date/Time Grade % Grade Point Value

Class attendance and participation Weekly 20% 80

8 postings to the CANVAS 
Discussion (grading criteria include 
substantive contribution to 
discussion) 

Postings by Noon day 
before the designated 
class Peer Comments by
12:00 noon day of class

35% 140

Short paper 1: Case analysis (posted 
to CANVAS)  

Nearly Final Draft May 
11, Noon 
Final May 16, Noon  

5% 
20% 

100

Short paper 2: Committee 
Observation (posted to CANVAS)

 

May 18, Noon 20% 80

Total 100% 400

COURSE POLICIES 

Attendance: Because this class will use a seminar format to discuss the readings, your attendance 
and participation are critical to the success of the class. Because the course meets only 8 weeks 
this quarter, out of fairness to your fellow classmates, only two excused absences will be allowed 
(you must provide a reason that is acceptable to the instructor in advance either by email, 
phone/voice mail, or in person); you will lose points for unexcused absences. Points will be 
deducted for unexcused lateness to class if the student is more than 10 minutes late to class. 
Note: all classes are podcast, but I cannot vouch for the recording quality. 

Class participation: This course provides an opportunity for students to discuss potentially 
controversial issues in a seminar format. Active participation by students is crucial to the success 
of this class. It is important that students prepare for class, having both read the materials and 
thought about the issues. 



Electronic submissions: Written assignments will be accepted as an electronic copy via online 
submission on CANVAS. All submissions must be received by the due date and time. If there are 
issues with CANVAS, please email the submission to the instructor's email. 

Late assignments: In the interest of fairness to other students, any assignments, including posts to 
the CANVAS Discussion, received after the due date and time will receive 2 points off for each 
24 hours past the due date and time. If you have extenuating circumstances that will require 
renegotiating deadlines, please give the instructor as much warning as possible. You must have 
prior approval to avoid late penalties. 

Quality of your writing: High-quality writing is the standard for graduate education. Thus, I 
expect that you will have proofread your papers for spelling and grammatical errors before 
turning them in. I will pay attention to style as well as content. In general, you will lose points 
for sloppiness and gain points for eloquence. If you know you have trouble in these areas, please 
let me know so I can take that into consideration as I grade your papers. Your best strategy is to 
have someone else review and proof your papers. For guidance, please refer to The Elements of 
Style, by William Strunk, Jr., (http://www.bartleby.com/141/) (Links to an external site.) and 
Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity & Grace (7th ed.), by Joseph M. Williams. Both are excellent 
references for organizing and improving your writing. In addition, a free consultation service is 
available through the UW’s Odegaard Writing and Research Center 
[http://depts.washington.edu/owrc/ (Links to an external site.)]. Please consult the Center website 
for policies, contact information and hours. 

Disability accommodation: I am committed to providing an inclusive and accessible learning 
environment for students in accordance with policies and practices of the University of 
Washington and as consistent with state and federal law. If you have already established 
accommodations with Disability Resources for Students (DRS), please communicate your 
approved accommodations to me as early as possible so we can discuss your needs in this course. 

If you have not yet established services through DRS, but have a temporary health condition or 
permanent disability that requires accommodations (conditions include but not limited to: mental 
health, attention-related, learning, vision, hearing, physical or health impacts), please contact 
DRS at 206-543-8924 or uwdrs@uw.edu or disability.uw.edu. (Links to an external site.) DRS 
offers resources and coordinates reasonable accommodations for students with disabilities and/or 
temporary health conditions. Reasonable accommodations are established through an interactive 
process between you, the instructor (Mastroianni) and DRS. 

COURSE READINGS 

The required course textbook is: 

Coleman, Menikoff, Goldner & Parasidis ("CMGP"), The Ethics and Regulation of Research 
with Human Subjects, 2nd edition (2015). Copies are available at the University Bookstore and 
your favorite bookseller. 



Additional course readings and web-references will be posted to the course website on 
CANVAS. 

COURSE SCHEDULE 

The following syllabus outlines the reading assignments and sets forth a preliminary timetable. It 
is possible that the timetable and reading assignments will be amended during the course, 
depending on our pace and hot topics in the field. However, this outline should serve as a rough 
guide as you plan your reading and study schedule. 

MARCH 28, 2016 

Introductions 

Course Introduction 

Issue Spotting Assignment due no later than 12:00 PM (Noon) March 28 

Find a recent magazine or newspaper article reporting on the results of new biomedical or 
behavioral research intended for use in humans; on the Discussions page on CANVAS (under 1st 
Day Assignment) provide a link to the article, and write one brief paragraph describing the 
research and another paragraph speculating on the ethical and legal issues it raises. Be prepared 
to discuss in class. Please note that this assignment is graded credit/no credit and is not included 
in the grading for the required “blog” postings 

MARCH 30, 2016 

Introduction to Sources of Law [for Non-Law Students only] 

Reading: 

o CMGP pp. ix-x 
o Excerpt from: Wing KR. The Law and the Public's Health (6th ed., 2003).   
o Excerpt from: Burnham, Introduction to the Law and Legal System of the United 

States (2002).   
o Excerpt from: Shapo et al., Writing and Analysis in the Law (2003 ) 
o Kerr, How to Read a Judicial Opinion (2005)   

MARCH 31 (Thursday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

Attendees: Guin Becker; Kristi Klee 

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222 

Time: 9-11 AM (If you are not a Sea Children’s employee, please arrive earlier to allow at least 
20 minutes to get through security and locate the meeting room.) 



Location: Enter River 3 Entrance (follow signs), ask for the IRB or Doug Diekema (IRB Chair), 
Anna Clise Board Room, Seattle Children’s Hospital, 4800 Sand Point Way NE, 
http://www.seattlechildrens.org/contact/main-hospital/map/ (Links to an external site.) 

Contact: Seattle Children’s IRB, 206-987-7804 

APRIL 4, 2016  

The Research Enterprise (including FDA, DHHS, private enterprise, and public-private 
partnerships) 

Introduction to Case Study Assignment 

Reading: 

o CMGP 53-109 
o Case Study Assignment  

APRIL 5 (Tuesday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

 Attendees: Phoebe Huang 

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222; UW Information for IRB Guests ; Worksheet (Links to 
an external site.) UW IRB 

Time: 1:30-3:30 pm, please come to the HSD front desk on the 17th floor of the Tower at least 15 
minutes before the meeting starts. 

Location: IRB Committee J, University of Washington, UW Tower, 17th Floor, 4333 Brooklyn 
Ave NE (corner of 45th and Brooklyn)  

Contact: IRB J: Amanda Guyton aguyton7@uw.edu 

APRIL 6 (Wednesday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

 Attendees: Andreas Kralios, Julie Smith 

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222 

Time: 9-11 AM (If you are not a Sea Children's employee, please arrive early to allow at least 20 
minutes to get through security and locate the meeting room) 

Location: Seattle Children’s Research Institute, (West 8th), Room 506, 2001 Eighth Ave., 
http://www.seattlechildren.s.org/contact/west-8th/map (Links to an external site.)  

Contact: Seattle Children's IRB, 206-987-7804 



APRIL 6, 2016 Discussion Posting #1 

Ethics in the Preclinical Setting: The Use of Animals in Research 

Reading: 

o Baumans V. Use of Animals in Experimental Research: An Ethical Dilemma? 
Gene Therapy 11:S64-S66 (2004)  

o Institute of Medicine, Report Brief: Chimpanzees in Biomedical and Behavioral 
Research: Assessing the Necessity (2011)  

o NIH Press Release, NIH to reduce significantly the use of chimpanzees in 
research (June 26, 2013)  

Assignment: 

Take the IACUC online training course. Instructions for accessing the course: 

1. Please go to http://www.aalaslearninglibrary.org/. (Links to an external site.)  
2. On the home page, click “Enroll Now”. 
3. Choose the first bullet“Myself (I am purchasing an individual account or using an 

Access Code to join a group)." 
4. Next, select “Yes, I have an Access Code.” The Access Code is“UTKNOX”. You 

will not need to purchase the course. 
5. Choose a username and password. 
6. Enter the contact information requested.Please provide a valid email address. You 

can use your UW email address or a Gmail, Yahoo or other email address. There 
are some required fields in the registration form for which you may provide the 
following information. You may use your actual address or you may use: 2431 
Joe Johnson Drive, Knoxville TN. 37996. If you do not want to enter your cell 
phone number, enter the phone number 865-974-5547. 

7. When enrollment is complete,click on the Library tab at the top of the page. 
Select “Animal Care and Use Courses”, then “Free Courses”. 

8. Select “Compliance and IACUC Training”; then select the course titled “Working 
with the IACUC” 

9. Complete the course and take the exam at the end. 
10. Make note of your score and the issues with which you had difficulty, if any 

APRIL 11, 2016  

Research Involving Human Subjects: Historical Perspectives 

Reading: 

 CMGP 3-52 
 Reference Sources (be familiar with): CMGP 953-970 



APRIL 12 (Tuesday) IRB MEETING OBSERVATION   

Attendees: None 

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222; Worksheet (Links to an external site.) IRB; Worksheet 
Consent (Links to an external site.); UW Information for IRB Guests  

Time: 9-11 AM, please come to the HSD front desk on the 17th floor of the Tower at least 15 
minutes before the meeting starts. 

Location: IRB Committee B, University of Washington, UW Tower, 17th Floor, 4333 Brooklyn 
Ave NE (corner of 45th and Brooklyn) 

Contact: IRB B: Galen Basse gkbasse@uw.edu 

APRIL 13, 2016 Discussion Posting #2 

Introduction and overview of US regulations and an ethical framework to protect human subjects 

Reading: 

 CMGP 111-118;129-130; 147-181 (you are not required to read Notes) 
 Reference sources (be familiar with): 921-935; 951-52; Human Subjects Division (HSD) 

- Policy and Procedures (Links to an external site.)  
 Brief Guide to Bioethics Research & Research Sources in Ethics and Human Subjects 

Research   

APRIL 14 (Thursday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

Attendees: Abby Rosenberg, Anna Snyder, Annemarie Weiss  

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222 

Time: 9-11 AM (If you are not a Sea Children’s employee, please arrive earlier to allow at least 
20 minutes to get through security and locate the meeting room.) 

Location: Enter River 3 Entrance (follow signs), ask for the IRB or Doug Diekema (IRB Chair), 
Anna Clise Board Room, Seattle Children’s Hospital, 4800 Sand Point Way NE, 
http://www.seattlechildrens.org/contact/main-hospital/map/ (Links to an external site.) 

Contact: Seattle Children’s IRB, 206-987-7804 

APRIL 18, 2016 Discussion Posting #3 

Informed Consent (including in-class film excerpt from “Wit”) 



Reading: 

 CMGP 325-378 

APRIL 20 (Wednesday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

Attendees: Max Lee 

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222 

Time: 9-11 AM (If you are not a Sea Children's employee, please arrive early to allow at least 20 
minutes to get through security and locate the meeting room) 

Location: Seattle Children’s Research Institute, (West 8th), Room 506, 2001 Eighth Ave., 
http://www.seattlechildren.s.org/contact/west-8th/map (Links to an external site.)  

Contact: Seattle Children's IRB, 206-987-7804 

APRIL 20, 2016 Discussion Posting #4 

Informed Consent (continued) 

 Research with children 
 Research with communities 
 Research in Emergency Settings 
 Tort Liability (informed consent) 

Reading: 

 CMGP 378-391; 570-577; 587-600; 622-633; 665-674; 944-45 (45 CFR 46.408) 
 Emanuel E, Weijer C. Protecting communities in research: From a new principle 

to rational protections. Ch 12 in Belmont Revisited: Ethical Principles for 
Research of Human Subjects (2005)  

 Optional: CMGP 558-562; Grimes update  (White v KKI, 2016)  

APRIL 21 (Thursday): IACUC MEETING OBSERVATION  

Attendees: Crystal Brown, Leah Kroon, Lauren Rajchel 

Readings: Posted Agenda (Links to an external site.); review the UW Office of Animal Welfare 
website (Links to an external site.).  

Time: NOTE TIME CHANGE: PREMEETING with Dr. Thompson-Iritani from 2-2:30 (allow 
extra time if you haven't navigated the T wing of the Health Sciences Building before); IACUC 
MEETING 2:30- 4 ISH PM 



Location: UW Campus, Health Sciences T254 at 2:00 PM If you enter from the 4th floor overpass you go 
directly down the stairs to the 2nd floor and left then right then right to find the room. 

 Contact: Sally Thompson-Iritani (Links to an external site.), DVM/PhD,CPIA, Director, Office 
of Animal Welfare, sti2@uw.edu (call 206/543.3818 if you get lost)  

 APRIL 25, 2016 Discussion Posting #5 

Understanding and balancing risks and benefits (including clinical equipoise) 

Reading:  

 CMGP pp. 275-323, 600-601, 622-637 
 CMGP 942-945 (focus on risk and benefit criteria) 
 Optional: CMGP 601-622 

APRIL 26 (Tuesday) IRB MEETING OBSERVATION   

 Attendees: Lauren Rajchel, Julie Smith, Anna Snyder 

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222; Worksheet (Links to an external site.) IRB; Worksheet 
Consent (Links to an external site.); UW Information for IRB Guests  

Time: 9-11 AM, please come to the HSD front desk on the 17th floor of the Tower at least 15 
minutes before the meeting starts. 

Location: IRB Committee B, University of Washington, UW Tower, 17th Floor, 4333 Brooklyn 
Ave NE (corner of 45th and Brooklyn) 

Contact: IRB B: Galen Basse gkbasse@uw.edu 

APRIL 27, 2016 Discussion Posting #6 

Justice, vulnerability, and selecting/recruiting populations 

Reading: 

 CMGP 441-446; 136-146  
 Mastroianni AC, Kahn J. Swinging on the pendulum: Shifting views of justice in 

human subjects research. Ch. 3 in Law and Ethics in  
Biomedical Research: Regulation, Conflict of Interest, and Liability (2006)   

 King, PA. The Dangers of Difference. Hastings Center Report (1992)  

MAY 2, 2016 Discussion Posting #7 [highly recommended for purposes of class preparation] 

Justice (continued) 



Student choice of Subject Population from the four research populations identified below (select 
one population in advance through signup process—minimum 3 students per population, 
maximum 5) 

(1) Pregnant Women  

Reading:  

 CMGP 447-471 

Enrolling Pregnant Women: Issues in Clinical Research. Bethesda, MD: National Institutes of 
Health, 2011: READ Chapter 1 (full chapter); Chapter 2 (Levine, beginning page 37), Chapter 3 
(Alexander, beginning page 57). 

(2) Racial and Ethnic Minorities 

 CMGP 471-485 
 King P. Race, Justice and Research. Ch. 6 in Beyond Consent: Seeking Justice in 

Research (2004) 

(3) Convenient and Captive Populations 

Reading:  

 CMGP 691-721 

(4) Adults who lack decision-making capacity 

Reading: 

 CMGP 639-689 

MAY 4 (Wednesday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

Attendees: Christina Carnevale  

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222 

Time: 9-11 AM (If you are not a Sea Children's employee, please arrive early to allow at least 20 
minutes to get through security and locate the meeting room) 

Location: Seattle Children’s Research Institute, (West 8th), Room 506, 2001 Eighth Ave., 
http://www.seattlechildren.s.org/contact/west-8th/map (Links to an external site.)  

Contact: Seattle Children's IRB, 206-987-7804 



MAY 4, 2016 Discussion Posting #8 (Mandatory for all students) 

The Work of the IRB: Mock IRB Exercise 

Group Discussion of Human Subjects Review: IRB Review in Theory and Practice 

Reading: 

 For students who attended the IACUC meeting only: CMGP 183-222  

Note document for class discussion (please take notes as you read/review the IRB Application, 
Mock Study Consent/Assent Form and Focus Group Script and bring your notes to class. 

 Mock IRB Application  (read/review for class) 
 Mock Study Consent/Assent Form  (read/review for class) 
 Mock Focus Group Script  
 UW Standard Consent Form Template  (for reference; also found at 

http://www.washington.edu/research/hsd/docs/555 (Links to an external site.) 
(links to an external site) 

 Regulatory Checklist: CH1 Research with Children  (for reference) 
 Regulatory Checklist: CH2 Parental Waivers  (for reference) 
 IRB Pocket Guide: Criteria for IRB Approval & Meeting Operations  (for 

reference) 

MAY 9, 2016 Discussion Posting Due 

The Work of the IRB (continued) 

Learning Health Systems 

Reading: 

 Review from last class 
 CMGP 121-124 
 Ruth R. Faden, Nancy E. Kass, Steven N. Goodman, Peter Pronovost, Sean Tunis, 

& Tom L. Beauchamp, An Ethics Framework for a Learning Health Care System: 
A Departure from Traditional Research Ethics and Clinical Ethics, HASTINGS 
CENTER REPORT, January-February 2013, S16-S27  

 Nancy E. Kass, Ruth R. Faden, Steven N. Goodman, Peter Pronovost, Sean Tunis 
& Tom L. Beauchamp, The Research-Treatment Distinction: A Problematic 
Approach for Determining Which Activities Should Have Ethical Oversight, 
HASTINGS CENTER REPORT, January-February 2013, S4-S15  

REMINDER--May 11 Case Study Draft due no later than noon 

  



MAY 11, 2016 

Discussion of Case Study Assignment 

Reading: 

 Case Study  
 CMGP 393-438, 492-498 
 Fry CL, Hall W, Ritter A, Jenkinson R. The ethics of paying drug users who 

participate in research: A review and practical recommendations. JERHRE 2006; 
1(4):21-36  

  Ripley EBD. A review of paying research participants: It's time to move beyond 
the ethical debate. JERHRE 2006:1(4):1-20  

 OHRP, FAQ on Informed Consent (review questions on coercion and undue 
influence), http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/policy/faq/informed-consent/index.html 
(Links to an external site.)  

 Dickert N & Grady C, Incentives for Research Participants, in The Oxford 
Textbook of Clinical Research Ethics, 2008, pp. 386-396.  

 Video (10 minutes) available on Panopto regarding Certificates of Confidentiality  
 UW Human Subjects Division, Policies and Procedures: 

http://www.washington.edu/research/hsd/policy/ (Links to an external site.)  

MAY 12 (Thursday): IRB MEETING OBSERVATION  

Attendees: Tyler Tate  

Reading Assignment: CMGP 183-222 

Time: 9-11 AM (If you are not a Sea Children’s employee, please arrive earlier to allow at least 
20 minutes to get through security and locate the meeting room.) 

Location: Enter River 3 Entrance (follow signs), ask for the IRB or Doug Diekema (IRB Chair), 
Anna Clise Board Room, Seattle Children’s Hospital, 4800 Sand Point Way NE, 
http://www.seattlechildrens.org/contact/main-hospital/map/ (Links to an external site.) 

Contact: Seattle Children’s IRB, 206-987-7804 

REMINDER--MAY 16: Case Study Revision due no later than noon  

MAY 16, 2016 Discussion Posting #9 

Research in International Settings 

Reading: 

 CMGP 845-920 



REMINDER--MAY 18: Committee Observation Paper  due no later than noon 

MAY 18, 2016  

Mitochondrial Replacement Therapy 

Discussion of Committee Observations 

Course Wrap-up 

Reading: 

 IOM, Report in Brief: Mitochondrial Replacement Techniques: Ethical, Social, 
and Policy Considerations (Feb. 2016)  


